
Weekly Update by Mark Armstrong
– June 16, 2023
Greetings from Tyler,

This week the pretender hosted some kind of gay pride event at the White House. 
It’s not the first time the people’s house has been bathed in rainbow lighting,
hopefully it will be the last.  Why must we all be complicit in such behavior?  It’s
universal?  No, regardless of how many times they say it, it’s not even close.  

There’s some TV commercial airing, maybe you’ve seen it.  It’s declaring pride
month, or whatever, and there are about 20 or 30 logos flashed on the screen for
about half a second.  Maybe they’re not all that proud after all.  Maybe they don’t
want to become the next target for a boycott.

CNN wrote an article informing it’s readers that the fall in Target’s stock price
had  nothing  to  do  with  a  consumer  boycott.   It  was  just  some  right-wing
publications trying to gin up emotions.  According to the article everything BUT a
boycott was responsible for their cratered stock.  They never concede anything.

I’ve got to tell you about the Mexico soccer match.  Officials couldn’t get the fans
to  stop  chanting  “puto,”  so  they  finally  stopped  the  game  with  minutes
remaining.  It appears all kinds of anti-discrimination wires were tripped.  There
are international organizations you never heard of, and they’re not amused.  Anti-
discrimination rules have been broken!  The crowd was warned, but couldn’t help
themselves.  It must have been terrible! (/s)  They were calling the American
goaltender  a  male  prostitute,  but  a  quote attributed to  Yahoo sports  says  it
translates as “faggot.”  Oh, the hurt feelings!  But wait. You mean, they’re not
proud after all?   

The words that could not be spoken about the origin of COVID, turns out to be all
true.   Not  only  that,  they’re  still  conducting  ridiculous  experiments  at  our
expense, every way you cut it.  It’s not beyond the realm of possibility that they
try this again.  Why on earth are we financing off the wall “gain of function”
research, illegal in this country, in some Chinese backwater?  Can somebody
explain that?
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Everybody knows President Trump has been indicted and arrested.  If you’ve
followed it  closely you know that there is  every opportunity for him and his
lawyers to hand these prosecutors their hind parts as the case moves forward. 
Trump doesn’t look worried.  In fact he’s defiant. They’ve nearly exhausted every
available avenue trying to besmirch Donald Trump.  Most of the guys who led the
charge can barely show their faces, but they still stand behind whatever they said.
 

Comey, Clapper, Brennan, Strozk, Page, and people we never heard of.  They
must be very proud.  Seems like pride is not an attribute that you’d strive for.  It’s
not going to win any points Upstairs!

There  is  apparently  a  group  that  Alan  Dershowitz  identifies  that  will  bring
spurious  cases  against  any  attorney  who  represents  Trump.   They’ll  make
accusations to ruin somebody’s life, and keep them in court for the foreseeable
future.  Just what a respectable lawyer signed up for.  So what’s left to make sure
that Trump never gets another shot?  The mainstream media is deep in the tank,
the corporations are on board.  We’re getting bombarded from all directions with
this pride nonsense.  Let me be clear.  We don’t think it’s a game.  We’d rather
our society not champion perversions to make God mad.  We don’t want to be
Sodom or Gomorrah.  Thanks anyway.
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